Parent's Guide to the Grieving Child
Welcome

IN RECOGNITION OF THE NEED TO MAKE GREATER SUPPORT ACCESSIBLE to parents of grieving children, we have developed this guide designed to provide helpful information about expected, healthy grieving during childhood. This guide contains guidance for adults about the experience of grieving as a child, helpful tips of how to best support the children in your life and suggestions for coping with specific grief-related situations.

Western Reserve Grief Services is a community–based grief support program that provides services throughout Northeast Ohio. We offer support to anyone who has experienced a loss due to death.

In this guide, you will find support for the following grief related themes:

- Helping Children with the BIG Feelings of Grief
- Grief Reactions
- What to Say...or NOT to Say
- Children’s Developmental Grief Reactions
- Helpful Suggestions
- Guidelines for Children and Funerals
- Straight Talk (for the adolescent)
- How to Support a Grieving Adolescent
- Handling the Holidays
- Grieving the Loss of a Pet
- Explaining Suicide
- Grieving Child & Teen Resource List

It is our hope that in utilizing this guide, parents of grieving children will know that they are not alone. Support is available through a variety of programs offered by Western Reserve Grief Services. Please feel free to contact us at 216.486.6838 or visit hospicewr.org/grief for more information.

Diane Snyder Cowan, MA, MT-BC, CHPCA
216.486.6312 • dscowan@hospicewr.org
Helping Children with the big Feelings of Grief

THE IMPACT OF DEATH IS OVERWHELMING FOR CHILDREN, especially as they deal with the rigors of school, stressful peer interactions, and changes at home. Often, children are not equipped with the skills needed to deal with these “big” feelings of grief. Unfortunately, in the weeks and months following a death, the adults that have helped them cope in the past are very busy with their own emotions and life changes. Here are several ideas for helping children with their “big” feelings of grief:

- Use honesty and simplicity when describing what happened. Children may become confused with inaccurate terms to describe dying, such as, “your grandpa is sleeping,” “we lost your mother today,” “your aunt passed away,” etc. Use words such as “dead” and “died”. Older children may want detailed descriptions of how the person died. Seek advice from a professional if you are unsure how or what to tell your child.

- Be available and ready to listen when a child chooses to share. When listening, give your undivided attention. Do not be distracted by cell phones or other interruptions. Describe the feelings of grief they could expect to have - sad, angry, guilty, scared, worried. Give examples of how you have dealt with some of these feelings. Address fears by telling them what you are doing to keep them safe and healthy. If the person died of illness, be sure to emphasize the fact that most people recover from illnesses.

- Demonstrate and discuss appropriate ways to express feelings. It is okay to share your sadness and tears with your children. Children may avoid activities or conversations to prevent their family members from crying or feeling sad. Reassure them that it’s okay for you and them to cry. Be sure they know that crying can help them feel better.

- Encourage involvement in memorial activities. If possible, include children in planning the funeral or memorial services. Be sure to explain what will happen during the different parts of the service.

- Involve children in remembering activities: collecting photos, retelling their stories, or creating a memory box with mementos of your loved one. In addition, make plans to remember your loved one on special occasions and holidays.

- Understand that anger is important for children to express, and try not to take their anger personally. Give them ideas of how to let out anger without getting in trouble, i.e. punch a pillow, run fast, talk about it, etc. Feelings can also be expressed by writing, drawing, sculpting or doing other art projects.
Grief Reactions

**Physical**
- Appetite changes
- Rapid heart beat
- Breathing difficulties
- Chest tightness
- Sighing
- Cold hands
- Crying
- Sleeping difficulties
- Dizziness or fainting spells
- Slowed speech
- Dry mouth
- Stuttering
- Headaches
- Stomach problems
- Sweating
- Indigestion
- Tearfulness
- Low resistance to illness and infection
- Trembling
- Muscle tightness
- Voice – change of pitch
- Nightmares
- Weakness – especially in the legs
- Numbness or tingling
- Weight gain or loss

**Emotional/Social**
- Anger or angry outbursts
- Irritability
- Anxiety
- Jealousy
- Blaming others
- Loneliness
- Critical of self
- Longing
- Crying
- Loss of interest in living
- Depression
- Low self-esteem
- Dread
- Mood swings
- Fear
- Relief
- Freedom
- Restlessness
- Guilt
- Sadness
- Helplessness
- Shock
- Hopelessness
- Suspiciousness
- Impulsive behavior
- Withdrawal from activity
- Indecisiveness
- Worthlessness

**Intellectual/Cognitive**
- Loss of productivity
- Over-attention to details
- Perfectionism
- Preoccupation
- Sense of loved one’s presence
- Fantasy life increased or decreased
- Worrying
- Forgetfulness

**Spiritual**
- Turning towards or away from faith tradition
- Anger at God
- Feeling abandoned

**Behavioral**
- Absentmindedness
- Restlessness
- Searching and calling out
- Clumsiness
- Eating difficulties
- Fingernail biting
- Teeth grinding
- Treasuring objects of the deceased
- Hair twisting
- Visiting places of the deceased
- Nightmares

Watch for flare-ups of:
- Allergies
- Canker/cold sores
- Arthritis
- Diabetes
- Asthma
- Migraines

Grief can sometimes cause errors in judging distances, grammar, pronunciation, use of numbers.

This is only a partial listing of common grief reactions. Many additional grief reactions are not included here.
What to say to a Grieving Child (and what not to)

**DO SAY:**

- This must be a hard time for you.
  - I’m ready to listen if you feel like talking.

- “We’ll get through this together.”
- Let’s talk about what would make you feel more comfortable.

- It can be hard to understand why these things happen.
  - Expressing your tears and pain can help you through this difficult time.

**AVOID SAYING:**

- “You will get over it.”
  - Things could be worse.

- “I know just how you feel.”
- You should be over this by now.
- I’m sorry for your loss.
  - (children & teens find this redundant.)

- “You should/shouldn’t feel like…”

- They’re in a better place.
  - This was God’s will.
# Developmental Stages and Reactions to Death

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child’s Age</th>
<th>Common Developmental Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2–5 years   | - Magical thinking  
              - Active fantasy life  
              - Highly egocentric  
              - May blame self for bad things  
              - May not be able to verbalize needs and fears  
              - Reversibility of concepts. Need to repeat things |
| 5–8 years   | - Child starts to think concretely and logically  
              - Ability to use language increases  
              - Increased memory capacity, both long and short term  
              - Increased awareness of feelings and expectations of others  
              - Peers are important  
              - Want to understand death in a concrete way |
| 8–12 years  | - Enjoy games, and competing  
              - Begin to have increased understanding of self and relationship to world  
              - Increased language skills  
              - Able to reason through situations using problem-solving skills |
| 12–18 years | - Need independence  
              - Can think abstractly  
              - Puberty usually has begun by now  
              - May have false sense of immortality  
              - Peer group important  
              - May begin to have intimate relationships |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child's Age</th>
<th>Common Developmental Characteristics</th>
<th>Grief Reactions</th>
<th>Helpful Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-5 years</td>
<td>- Magical thinking&lt;br&gt;- Active fantasy life&lt;br&gt;- Highly egocentric&lt;br&gt;- May blame self for bad things&lt;br&gt;- May not be able to verbalize needs and fears&lt;br&gt;- Reversibility of concepts. Need to repeat things</td>
<td>- Confusion. Agitation at night; may be afraid to go to sleep&lt;br&gt;- Child may be able to appreciate a profound event has occurred, but may not understand permanence of death&lt;br&gt;- May seem unaffected&lt;br&gt;- Repeated questions</td>
<td>- Simple honest words, and phrases&lt;br&gt;- Reassurance&lt;br&gt;- Secure and loving environment&lt;br&gt;- Drawing, reading, books, playing together, active play&lt;br&gt;- Support play as form of expression&lt;br&gt;- Include in the funeral rituals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-8 years</td>
<td>- Child starts to think concretely and logically&lt;br&gt;- Ability to use language increases&lt;br&gt;- Increased memory capacity, both long and short term&lt;br&gt;- Increased awareness of feelings and expectations of others&lt;br&gt;- Peers are important</td>
<td>- Denial, anger, sorrow&lt;br&gt;- Distress&lt;br&gt;- May act as though nothing has happened&lt;br&gt;- Desire to be like peers&lt;br&gt;- May repeat questions&lt;br&gt;- May need physical activity regularly</td>
<td>- Answer questions simply and honestly&lt;br&gt;- Look for confused thinking&lt;br&gt;- Offer physical outlets&lt;br&gt;- Reassurance about the future&lt;br&gt;- Draw, read, play together&lt;br&gt;- Include in funeral rituals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-12 years</td>
<td>- Enjoy games, and competing&lt;br&gt;- Begin to have increased understanding of self and relationship to world&lt;br&gt;- Increased language skills&lt;br&gt;- Able to reason through situations using problem-solving skills</td>
<td>- Shock, denial, anxiety, distress&lt;br&gt;- Try to cope&lt;br&gt;- Understand finality of death&lt;br&gt;- May have morbid curiosity, or want to know specifics about death and dying&lt;br&gt;- May need regular physical activity&lt;br&gt;- Want to be like peers</td>
<td>- Answer questions directly and honestly&lt;br&gt;- Reassurance about the future&lt;br&gt;- Create times to talk about feelings and questions&lt;br&gt;- Offer physical outlets&lt;br&gt;- Read&lt;br&gt;- Include in funeral plans and rituals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-18 years</td>
<td>- Need independence&lt;br&gt;- Can think abstractly&lt;br&gt;- Puberty usually has begun by now&lt;br&gt;- May have false sense of immortality&lt;br&gt;- Peer group important&lt;br&gt;- May begin to have intimate relationships</td>
<td>- Shock, anger, distress&lt;br&gt;- May become depressed or withdraw&lt;br&gt;- May react similarly to adult, but have less coping mechanisms&lt;br&gt;- May feel isolated, especially from peers</td>
<td>- Encourage peer support&lt;br&gt;- Groups may be helpful&lt;br&gt;- Utilize other adults&lt;br&gt;- Maintain consistent environment&lt;br&gt;- Include in funeral plans and rituals&lt;br&gt;- Allow and encourage expression of feelings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Dougy Center Handbook www.dougy.org
In the circles below, draw pictures of your different grief feelings. ALL feelings are okay.

It’s what we do with our feelings that count. Talk with a trusted adult about how to cope with each feeling.
Helpful Suggestions

- **Keeping regular routines can help.** The change in behavior and routines can be difficult for children.

- **Be patient and flexible.**
  Children grieve intermittently. They may cry one moment and then play normally the next.

- **Remember the time it takes the child to recover from a death depends on the child**, the type of loss and the relationship with the person, pet, object, etc. This could be months or years.

- Validate the reality that although a child will usually recover from a death in her own time, they will **always feel some level of the loss** especially when triggered by a memory. This is normal and can contribute to healing if the child is supported, validated and loved.

- Help the child to **foster memories of their special person** who died. This can help them process their grief and provide comfort in knowing that the memories they have of their special person can never be taken away.

- **When talking to a child about the death**, find out what she knows or perceives about what has happened. **Children may be aware of more than you think.**

- **Answer any questions simply and honestly**, but only offer the details that they can absorb.

- Let them know you will be available to listen. **When they are ready to talk, listen.**

- Let the child have time to grieve, be upset and talk about their fears. **Validate their feelings** and provide reassurance.

- **Give the child different ways of expressing his or her grief** — creative, physical and verbal.

- **Allow the child to go outside and play.** It can be a good way to run off the anxiety they may sense from the adults and feel themselves.
Here are a few ideas for letters to your loved ones.

*Lately I’ve been thinking...*

*I wonder...*

*SOMETHING I MISS...*

*I remember when...*

*SOMETHING EXCITING I’VE DONE LATELY IS...*

*This summer, I/we...*

*When I go back to school...*
**Guidelines for Children and Funerals**

**Often adults are unsure** of how to address the idea of children and funerals. The following are suggestions for helping families make the decision of whether children should attend a funeral or service and how to prepare them for the experience.

**Should Children Attend?**
After the child is given some information about the funeral, wake or service, allow him/her to make the choice about whether or not to attend. However, if the child is given a choice, be prepared to follow through with the child’s decision. Sometimes other people (friends/relatives) may voice disagreement with a child attending. Be firm in your and your child’s decision. For younger children, it can be helpful to “assign” a sitter or family friend to be available if the child needs a break during the service.

If the child chooses not to attend, other ways to say good-bye may be provided, either at this time or at a later date. It is never too late to say good-bye. A personal memorial service, a letter writing activity or another ritual can be done if the child wants.

---

**Preparing the Child**
Discuss the events of the day step by step, including the service, procession and cemetery.

To the best of your ability, discuss the environment (i.e. what the funeral home will look like, smell like, etc.) If the deceased is in a closed casket, explain the reason for this and reinforce that the body is inside even though it can’t be seen.

If there will be an open casket, discuss what the body will look like; how it will feel (i.e. cool and hard, like a wall); that it will appear to be sleeping and review the differences between sleep and death (i.e. when you are dead you do not breathe and your heart does not beat); that it is OK to touch the body, if they choose.

If the body is to be cremated, help the children understand that this is another way to take care of a body after it has died. You may say that a very hot heat quickly turns the body into ashes and that all the cremains or ashes are placed in a special container called an urn.

Review what will be expected of the child. Discuss possible feelings that adults and children may experience and how these feeling may look (i.e. sadness and crying).

---

*Consider having one or two family members (or a babysitter) available to step away with younger children if the service becomes overwhelming.*
YOU MAY EXPERIENCE ALL KINDS OF EMOTIONS. They may be overwhelming, frightening, and intense; you may feel out of control. When you are grieving, normal is messy. How do you cope?

- **Shock, disbelief.** Intellectually, you know your loved one has died. Emotionally, it doesn’t seem real. Talk, talk, talk. Grief needs to become real before you can go on with the mourning process. Avoiding the pain IS NOT possible.

- **Denial.** The pain may be so raw that you cannot face it. Hence, you leave the room when someone is talking about the deceased. You bury yourself in your schoolwork. You try to numb yourself with alcohol or drugs. Understand that you cannot escape from dealing with grief. Isolating yourself, numbing yourself, acting in a self-destructive manner, will only make your pain worse – and deny the possibility for healing. So talk about your pain. And STAY AWAY from drugs and alcohol – they are depressants and will make you feel worse.

- **Anger.** You may be angry at the world, at God, at your friends for saying or doing the wrong things, at your family for hovering or not supporting you, at the deceased for leaving you. You have every right to be angry. But you don’t have a right to take out that anger on others – or on yourself. If you’re feeling angry, try playing basketball, going swimming, taking a walk, throwing a ball with your pet, going for a run, listening to some favorite music, exercising, journaling.

- **Guilt and Regrets.** If only I hadn’t said...I wish I had listened to him...Give yourself a break. No one is perfect, including the person who died. Yes, maybe it would have been better if you hadn’t had a fight before she died. When someone dies we often second-guess ourselves, but the truth is that awful things happen and there is little we can do about that. So again, give yourself a break.

- **Sadness.** You don’t think you can cry anymore. You don’t think you can bear the ache any longer. You are torn apart. School has no meaning; you withdraw from your friends; you push away your family. The slightest effort may leave you exhausted. Sadness after a death can be disabling, and often mimics depression. Be careful. Sometimes the pain can be so bad that you may want to look for ways to feel better fast – such as drugs and alcohol and promiscuity. Many believe they can’t go over, under or around grief, you must go through it. Destructive behaviors will only push you in a deeper depression. So how do you deal with overwhelming sadness? Talk about the person who died. Make a memory book. Put together a video. Dedicate something to the person who died – such as an athletic event, a charity, a poem, a song. Remember, just as they say it is “darkest before the dawn,” your grief may seem endless just before you begin to heal.

**Give yourself a break. No one is perfect, including the person who died.**
Fears, worries. It’s difficult not to worry that something will happen to someone else you love after a death. You may even worry that you will die. Try, first, to identify what your worries are. Then, talk to someone about those worries. Is anything in your control? If so, take a responsible action. If not, try some relaxation. Worry is common, but try to reduce the severity.

Inability to sleep. Rest, rest, rest. Grief is draining, and yet your body might be fighting falling asleep. Try to drink a glass of warm milk or chamomile tea before bedtime. Try some relaxing music. Take a warm bath or shower. Watch a light, entertaining movie or TV program.

Inability to eat. Grief can sometimes make you “forget” to eat or have no cares about what you’re eating. Try to sit down at a mealtime and eat. Have healthy “munchies” cut up in the refrigerator. If you can’t eat three regular meals, try five smaller ones. Comfort eating is normal, but don’t make it a habit.

Inability to remember. You forgot about the paper due in English class. You locked your keys in the car. You misplaced the grocery list your mom gave you. What to do? Be patient. Write things down. Organize for the next day the night before. Have your friends text or call and remind you of assignments.

Inability to concentrate. How can you focus on your history when your mind is wandering even during your favorite TV show? Avoid taking on extra assignments – now is the time to do what is required. Underline, highlight, take notes on what you’re reading. Allow more time to do your homework. Talk to your teachers. BE EXTRA CAREFUL when doing any task that requires your complete attention, such as cooking, mowing the lawn and ESPECIALLY driving.

Physical symptoms. It is widely accepted that stress can depress your immune system. Hence, it is not unusual to see people who are grieving complain of headaches, nausea, dizziness, fatigue, insomnia, recurrence of allergies, frequent colds. Make certain to take care of yourself – make time for a doctor’s appointment. Watch your health.

NOTE: If you need to speak to a counselor or therapist after someone special to you has died, it does not mean you are “sick.” It means you have been injured by something beyond your control and you are getting help for your injury. It’s that simple.

A final important word of caution:

- Suicidal thoughts must be taken VERY SERIOUSLY. If you or someone you know spends a great deal of time thinking about dying, TELL SOMEONE IMMEDIATELY.
- Stay away from drugs and alcohol. These substances will impair your judgment and put you at risk for doing something that you would not do if fully rational.
- Think about your family and friends. Although you may feel alone, understand that there are people who care about you. Turn to them.
- Go one day at a time. Try not to think too far ahead when you are grieving. Think about getting through the task in front of you; do not think about next week, next month, next year.
- Talk to someone you trust, be it a parent, a coach, a school counselor, a teacher, a religious leader, a therapist. Talk to someone – if they are unavailable and you are feeling at risk for hurting yourself, call 911 immediately.
- Remember that as raw as your pain is today, you will feel better. You will laugh again. You will heal.
How to Support the Grieving Adolescent

UNDERSTANDING ADOLESCENTS can be a challenge and supporting grieving adolescents can be difficult. There are many ways adults can provide support. Grieving adolescents need opportunities and creative outlets to share their story of grief and express their feelings. Here are some ideas:

- **Encourage creative writing and/or journaling.** Writing gives grief words and an avenue to express their feelings.

- **Music plays an important role in their lives.** Songs can elicit feelings, thoughts and memories. Music can help adolescents share what they are experiencing with someone else and break through the defenses of grief. Promote music making or music listening.

- **Art provides another creative outlet** for grieving adolescent to create a visual image of their feelings and their story of grief. They may want to create a legacy such as a quilt or memory box. These visual images can open communication and provide a healthy grieving process.

- Most importantly, **let your adolescent know you are there** to support and accompany them on their journey.
Coping with the Holidays

THE HOLIDAYS ARE TRADITIONALLY A TIME OF JOY and coming together with loved ones, but when someone in our life dies, the spirit of the season may not be as bright. For grieving children, the holidays can still be an exciting time of the year and the following tips are ways for you as a family to cope through the holidays.

Remember children grieve differently than adults. Children are often able to separate their grief from the holiday.

Take an active role in helping children cope. Be tolerant of different behaviors children may display. Children are sometimes not as verbal as adults and need other ways to express their grief.

Plan the holiday instead of letting it happen. Build flexibility and compromise into your plan. The magic of the holidays is usually more exciting for children. To help maintain some of the magic, it is important they have security and structure during this time.

Decide how your family would like to remember your loved one during the holidays. You may want to set aside a special time during the day to share memories.

Give family members choices of how they would like to celebrate the holiday season. Traditions provide a way for children to express thoughts and feelings. Most children will assume that you’ll do the same things. They need to know if things are going to be different. Surprises can be unsettling. If you make a change this year, that doesn’t mean it has to be forever.
Grieving the Loss of a Pet

It is important to understand the special relationship between a child and their pet: a family pet is a welcome member of any household, a companion and playmate that gives both pleasure and opportunities for learning. The love relationship between a child and pet is experienced in many ways.

Children and teens completely involve themselves with their pets: they take charge of them, hold, feed, clean up after, and claim their pet as their own - “of their world”.

Pets appear in children's fantasies and dreams: poems and stories are written about turtles and birds, and children are transported into a fluid, graceful world as they watch their fish swim. When a pet dies, parents might be surprised by the intensity of the grief reactions children feel.

It is helpful for parents to prepare children for grief and loss as a natural part of life by providing age-appropriate education:

- Teaching death awareness throughout the child’s life.
- Accepting the many aspects of the grieving process when death occurs.
- Some deaths, such as when an animal declines with illness or must be euthanized, may be anticipated and discussed in advance.
- Talk directly to children avoid terms like “put to sleep” that might confuse children or cause anxiety in other parts of their lives.
- Anticipated deaths are full of feelings, regardless of how thoroughly the family is prepared.
- An accidental death is always hard. Persistent questioning, guilt, sometimes blame, and “what ifs?” are normal grief reactions.
Explaining Suicide

**SUICIDE IS A DIFFICULT TOPIC TO SPEAK ABOUT.** It is hard for adults to understand and difficult to explain to children. Children can cope better with difficult topics and feelings when they are able to talk openly about them.

**Some common feelings after a suicide:**
- Abandonment
- Feeling the death is their fault
- Afraid they will die too
- Worried someone else they love will die
- Sadness, embarrassment
- Confusion, shock, anger, loneliness, or numbness

**Starting the conversation:**
- Find a place where you can talk openly and quietly without interruption.
- You may want to have another adult present to increase your comfort level.
- Tell the truth.
- Talk in a calm, straight forward manner and use age-appropriate language.

Begin by saying, “Johnny, sit down, I have something I need to tell you.” If there is more than one child, you can tell them together but in a way that the youngest can understand. The older ones can ask more questions later.

Very young children (3 and under) don’t understand the permanence of death. You can say “Daddy has died and I am sad. I will take care of you.”

When the child is 3–6 years old, you can provide more information. “Daddy has died and I am very sad. That’s why you have seen me crying. Dead means the person can’t talk or eat. The body has stopped working and cannot be fixed.”

Provide reassurance. If the child asks how Daddy died, you can say Daddy died by suicide, which means he killed himself. The rest of the conversation will depend on the child’s response. That may be plenty of information for the moment.

Older children will have more direct questions. Here are some possible answers:
- **He had an illness called depression.** It’s different from having a bad day or cold.
- I don’t know why — I wish I knew.
- **She didn’t know how to get help** or see any other way to stop the pain.
- **Suicide is complicated.** We’ll never know exactly what went through his mind or what he was feeling, but he must have been in horrible pain.
Resources for Children & Teens

**General Death and Dying**

Appropriate for Preschool and School Age Children


Kent, J. (1975). *There's No Such Thing as a Dragon.*


**Death of a Parent**

Appropriate for Preschool Children


**Death of a Friend**

Appropriate for School Age Children


**Death of a Grandparent**

Appropriate for Preschool and School Age Children


**Death of a Sibling**

Appropriate for Preschool Children


**Death of a Parent**

Appropriate for School Age Children


**Death of a Friend**

Appropriate for School Age Children


**Death of a Grandparent**

Appropriate for Preschool and School Age Children


Annotated Bibliography for Children

Written by Jamie Lee Curtis and illustrated by Laura Cornell this vibrant book about emotions helps children identify, explore and have fun with their ever-changing moods.

As a child views his grandmother in a casket, he overhears a relative say, “She’s in a better place.” Furious, he asks, “Would I be in a better place if I died?!” He wants his grandmother back and is freaked out at seeing his father cry.

Karst, P. The Invisible String, 2000
This children’s book written by Patrice Karst shows children that they are always loved. This lesson is suited for a variety of situations, including for families coping with the death of a loved one.

A picture book that explains in simple language the feelings people may have regarding the death of loved ones and ways to honor their memory.

A children’s book with humor and captivating illustrations, while a little boy responds to the death of his mother.

Penn, A. Chester Racoon and The Acorn Full of Memories, 2009.
Many young children must face the loss of loved ones or the need to attend a funeral. This sweet story will help children to understand the positive purpose behind memorial services and how “making memories” can provide cheer and comfort when missing an absent loved one.

Saxton Freymann & Joost Elffers, How are you Peeling?, 1999.
Children identify different emotions with the expressive faces of fruits and vegetables.
Western Reserve Grief Services is a community-based grief support program that provides services throughout Northern Ohio. We offer support to anyone who has experienced a loss due to death.

The Elisabeth Severance Prentiss Bereavement Center
300 East 185th Street
Cleveland, OH 44119–1330
216.486.6838

The Robertson Bereavement Center
5075 Windfall Road
Medina, OH 44256
330.725.1900

Serving the Northern Ohio counties of Ashtabula, Cuyahoga, Geauga, Lake, Lorain, Medina, Portage, Summit and Stark.

800.707.8922 | hospicewr.org

Certified Medicare/Medicaid Hospice, Licensed in Ohio
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

If you do not speak English, language assistance services, free of charge, are available to you. Call 216.383.6688.

UWAGA: Jeżeli mówisz po polsku, możesz skorzystać z bezpłatnej pomocy językowej. Zadzwoń pod numer 216.383.6688.